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On Mirrors
By Harper Sherwood-Reid

									
i am rotund		
in some barren desert, a vast
whale in a dried-up sea. someday i will
hold the entire world in my belly.
cities will crumble in the acids of my stomach, the
books i used to read will jostle against my
mother’s feet until my blood is full of
all the stories and all the loves i have been
waiting for and only then, when i am sprawled against the
yellow sky, the immensity of everything i know contained
within the vessel of my body, thick with
time and place and everything they told me,
only then will i be full.
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Anna Kelly

Moving
By Miles Griffis

									
The young 		
male couple went to the coffee table and laid-out all the
Maps.
They played that game where you close your eyes
And point.
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Drought
By Andrea More
Violet and Amelia were twenty-four years old with
seemingly few prospects ahead and nothing to show
for their $50,000 a year (plus housing and booze)
education, so they did what any other person living
in San Francisco’s recently gentrified Mission District
would do at high noon: they decided to get lunch.
Violet, long legs crossed, swung her right leg
rhythmically backward and forward, occasionally
hitting Amelia in the shin.
Amelia wondered if any of the other people
in Café Brioche would mistake them as a couple. It
had happened before. Amelia always found it flattering. While Violet was receiving unoriginal compliments about her Hepburn eyes, (e.g. December
15th, 2012: “They’re so… big), Amelia was being
told she really ought to address the bags under hers.
While Amelia fell in love with the world
over and over again, Violet tended to her plants.

“I do better with plants than people,” she had said
thoughtfully while watering her fern that morning. Amelia understood that Violet understood that
having any sort of attachment would be a defeat.
Yes, Amelia was Violet’s “person,” always her first
emergency contact if a form asked for one, and her
second and third if three were asked of her. “Ich
habe keine lust!,” Violet would respond to any man
with the audacity to hit on her. Because anything
yelled in German outside of Germany is terrifying,
this tactic was nearly bulletproof. Thus, both Amelia
and Violet—always by one another’s side—ignored
these non-German speaking men and ate salad and
recounted the details of various NPR podcasts until
inevitably realizing they were talking about the same
podcasts, just like recently graduated twenty-nothings who have yet to become twenty-somethings do.
“What can I get for you?” The waiter was
eight

short, a gloomy-looking young man of about 30
with tiny ears. One had to question whether this lack
of proportionality affected how well he could hear.
He stood an inch or two taller than Amelia.
“A Diet Coke please,” said Amelia, looking
at the waiter who was still looking at Violet who was
looking outside at an older Asian woman with plastic
bags caressing a pigeon. The waiter did not write
anything down but rather continued to stare blatantly at Violet, as if trying to memorize her features.
“And a blowjob would be really great,” she added,
to see if he was paying any attention to her order at
all. “I know you guys are only serving breakfast for
another twenty minutes, but I could use the pickme-up.”
Amelia felt a hard kick from a familiar sizeten foot under the table.
“Ouch,” said Amelia.
“I’m fine with water,” Violet said. “Thanks.”
The waiter exited and Amelia had to wonder: could I ever be a lesbian? This was not the first
time she had entertained whether it was a possibility. Finding a roommate would not be an issue, they
would not have to worry about finding time and privacy to poop, for they had been pooping often and
openly since the very beginning, and then there was
the appeal of the substantial tax benefits that would
come with filing jointly, etc. Of course, she couldn’t
turn such a switch, and then, even if she could, there
was the issue of persuading Violet to do the same.
Unfortunately, neither woman was attracted to the
same sex, though both agreed that it would make
things much, much easier. 				
“I might have to ask you to spot my Diet
Coke, ” said Amelia. “I’m $640 in debt, and Wells
Fargo is shutting down my account for insufficient
funds.”
“Are your parents willing to get you out of
		

debt?” Violet asked. She brought her arms behind
her head and tightened her ponytail.
“They don’t know about the insufficient
funds part of the issue,” said Amelia.
“What part do they know?”
“That I have a checking account with Wells
Fargo.”
“Christ, Amelia.”
“Your parents bailed you out when you realized you couldn’t afford our rent though, right?”
“No, they did not,” said Violet. “As my dad
says, ‘I have money, you don’t.’”
“Well at least if shit got really bad for you,
you’re super hot” said Amelia. “I guarantee some
man would pay $15 for a hand job.” 			
“Thanks. You know, even if your face were
scalded off I bet some man would pay $15 for a
hand job.						
“So true,” said Amelia, who had commenced
picking her fingernails more clandestinely under the
table. “Even if you were just a hand I bet someone
would pay $15 for a hand job.”
“Even if you were a foot,” said Violet.		
Amelia snorted—her way of laughing—and then
she nodded, putting on a stern face. She wondered
if there were any similarities between the homeless
woman’s relationship with the pigeon and Amelia’s
own friendship with Violet. Who needed whom
more? And where did Violet’s beloved drought-resistant plant fit into everything? Just then, the woman
outside began to lower her pants and take a squat,
and Amelia decided to focus her attention back to
her Diet Coke. She wondered if it would finally rain
down on San Francisco.
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Heaven

		

By Hannah Fleming

									
Heaven is a		
kitchen
With fumes of garlic
We imagine risotto
Happy without it—
Just the garlic
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Crayfish Tales

By Anna Suszynski
Ryan was momentarily suspended in the air, as if
time slowed down just so he could watch his own
arm hair rise in suspense. Of course, when he was
rounding the hallway and looking to the staircase, he
was not thinking that in the following moment he
would be scrutinizing his arm hair because that was
an absurd thought. He wanted to join his brothers outside; his family just scrounged up a working
trampoline. It was stationed outside the front door.
Instead of pounding down the stairs, Ryan slipped
on a vacant skateboard and rather gracefully dove
over the bannister– two stories worth of free fall
above the small carpet that would provide no cushion for the unfortunately long plunge. While in the
air, Ryan paid no thought to what would happen
when he hit the ground. He liked it up there.
It suddenly occurred to Ryan in the air, as
he had already fallen one story, that maybe things
would change after he collided with the stone of the
floor below him. And then he started panicking as
his youngest brother burst through the front door
and Ryan registered the paleness of his usually ruddy
complexion. He hit the ground like a comet rocking
the surface of the earth. People said afterward that
they heard the reverberations throughout the neighborhood.
Paul and Blake lived down the street from
Ryan. They were all buddies because that’s what happens when a few boys live on the same dirt road with
the same number of years behind them. Paul was
fourteen years old and Blake was twelve. Ryan was
smack dab in the middle. Paul and Blake were nice
boys really, their teeth were fairly straight and above

all else they enjoyed playing outside. They believed
in God too.
During winter, the two brothers built the
neighborhood sledding course complete with jumps
and pvc pipe rails. They even built a small set of
stairs to the right of the hill so everybody could
move up and down without damaging the smooth
snow with destructive boots. Now that it was summer, the boys turned their attention toward the back
of the yard: the creek.
Supposedly a long time ago, settlers mistook
the name of the creek to be “Little Dry Creek” when
in fact to this day the creek has never ran dry. The
correct translation was lost years ago; Talisa, Beautiful Water, named after a girl with hair that flowed
as the creek flowed. It streams through Paul and
Blake’s backyard like the steady turn of the planet.
Sometimes the boys said it had its own axis, switching direction and ignoring gravity’s angry retaliations– it was really just their sweet mother hollering
for lunch. The creek cut into the clay walls of the
ground so it sat low in the backyard. You couldn’t
see anything happening down there from the house.
It was good that way because the two brothers could
make their own universe without feeling the accusatory glances of a hostile world. Not like they ever
did anything bad. They were good boys because they
believed in God.
Once before Ryan’s accident, all three boys
decided they would trudge up the creek past the
Koenig’s place next door and go all the way up to
the waterfalls, a place only spoken about and never
seen. Anne Koenig, a girl of seventeen years, with a
smattering of awfully sized freckles on the bridge of
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her nose, told the boys that there was a magical place
just past the leech bridge. She’d never seen it though;
it was as much a mystery to her as it was to everybody else.
“No way! The creek’s little and dry. There
can’t be a waterfall up a ways,” Paul directly addressed each freckle on Anne’s face.
“You wanna bet Paul McDreary? I bet you an
entire crayfish it’s up there!”
“Why in heck’s name would I give you one
of my prized crayfish?” Paul spat back.
“Anybody can catch a crayfish dimwit,” this
time a little bit of spittle ran down her chin and
dribbled into her messy shirt. Passion does that to
you.
“Never mind Anne. I believe ya.” Paul was a
nice boy and he didn’t feel like arguing with her. He
nudged Blake in the back and Ryan followed.
“Well, we’re gonna need a raft and nets and
hotdogs.”
“Momma has some hotdogs in the bottom
drawer of the fridge,” Blake said as he remembered
that he only had one egg all day and now they were
going to use his lunch to trick the crayfish.
“What kinda raft you thinkin’?”
“You know… One that will keep my butt
from draggin’ on the bottom,” Ryan stammered.
Paul and Blake treated Ryan like their brother, like
one of their own so they didn’t make fun of him.
“You’re not still afraid of them are you?”
“Them pinchers are like lobsters Paul. I don’t
like lobsters.”
“Their whole body is a lobster. That’s not
what you’re ‘fraid of.”
“Like I said I don’t like the pinchers,” Ryan
said as he looked at his own hands, imagining red,
oversized claws where his fingers were.
“You just don’t want to be pinched.”
		

Blake smiled at Ryan and Ryan smiled back.
They walked toward the shed to get the old sleds
and found two inner tubes and duct tape. Ryan held
down the flat sleds as Blake taped the two tubes
on top. He ran extra strips across just in case. Paul
picked the raft up and rattled it a bit to make sure
the individual pieces wouldn’t come apart. They all
grinned at each other and hopped in, rolling around
in the grass. Blake got the hotdogs and Paul retrieved the nets. All three boys picked up the raft and
headed toward the creek. Once they made it to the
beach, a small island of sand closest to their house,
they gently placed the raft in the water. Paul held
down the boat as Ryan clambered in, Blake followed
clenching the net in his fist. Paul was guided the
raft, while Blake and Ryan sat inside of it. Paul was
always the brave one.
Paul and Blake weren’t allowed to see Ryan
for a while after the accident. They moped around
the house looking for an explanation in their mother’s face. They even tried helping with chores because
they were nice boys, believing in God and all. Their
mom told them that Ryan was damaged; she talked
about him like a dropped bag of bruised groceries.
She said that maybe it was because his father was a
drinker. That God was trying to teach him a lesson,
but he never understood until later who was actually
being punished.
“Blake, he’s going to be fine. They just keep
him in the hospital because Ryan asked to stay
there.”
“Why would he do that?” Blake asked.
“’Cause Ryan gets his own bed silly. He
doesn’t have to share there,” Paul tried to comfort his
brother. He noticed Blake’s knit eyebrows, crossed
hair like Anne Koenig’s momma’s sweaters.
“Well I like sharing with you Paul.”
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“That’s because we’re good to each other.”
They had a queen mattress on the ground in a room
with a desk in it on the far side of their house. There
wasn’t enough space for two rooms, let alone two
beds.
“What do you mean?”
“I mean that Ryan don’t get along with his
family.”
“I thought everybody did.” Paul placed a
fatherly hand on Blake’s shoulder. Paul always knew
more than Blake, which was okay because he was
older. And Paul never took advantage of it, he was a
good brother.
The next day Blake thought that maybe
Anne knew what was going on because she was
even older than Paul. So they left the back porch
and walked through the old wood gate up to the
Koenig house. A white dog padded toward them as
they walked through the swing sets, letting the seats
hit the back of their legs. Anne saw them coming
through the screen door and she resolved to remain
nice that day. She knew the boys were close with
Ryan.
“’Spose you wanna know bout Ryan,” she
mustered a voice close to her momma’s. She wanted
to sound confident like her momma did when she
baked her favorite cookies. She continued, navigating difficult territory.
“The hospital will take great care o’ him.
Tell you what– give him some cookies momma just
made and he’ll be good in no time.” Paul and Blake
nodded, they grinned from ear to ear because they
knew Momma Koenig’s cookies were the best in the
neighborhood.
“Don’t you dare eat ‘em yourself. I’ll know,”
she said.
“Thanks Anne. I’ll bring ya the ruby claw. I
known you always wanted to see it.” Paul and Blake

grinned as they grabbed the full plate. Ryan would
wake up just from the smell wafting into the hospital
room.
“They’re good boys,” Anne muttered to
herself as she shut the screen door behind her. She
had always wondered what beauty and magic lay
dormant in the ruby claw, the crayfish claw.
Being on the raft was different than being on
the beach. It was a new world: a canyon of crumbling mud and vine weed loomed over the frames
of the three little boys like deteriorating cathedral
walls. They had never been down that way before
but they wanted to reach the waterfall so badly. Not
even Anne had laid eyes on it. She said the water was
as clear as the water from her kitchen faucet and the
rocks as big as her dresser, which the boys supposed
was pretty big. Girls always had bigger dressers.
As Paul slowly moved his two brothers down
the creek they stared in awe at what stretched before
them. Small pebbles glistened below the raft, reflecting the sun’s warmth. Every once in a while a little
rapid would push the boys along as they glided past
tree roots and strawberry bushes. Sometimes they
had to duck under a large fallen tree or pull apart
a blockage of twigs and trash. Sometimes even the
trash looked like treasure. Once they found a gearshift and they pretended to change gears in their
meager raft. If you looked hard enough at the bottom you could find creek oysters, their outer shell
like mottled baby skin.
The creek grew shallow and the boys had to
pick up the raft and carry it on their backs to the
next section. As they rounded the corner, the creek
dipped down into a large pool. It went deeper than
Ryan was tall, even with his messy hair in the morning. One huge tree stretched out from the dirt as if
it were suspended in the middle of the pool. Strong
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clay walls circled the pond, making it look deeper
turquoise. It held the sky in there like a teardrop
magnifies the eye in a telescope.
“Heaven just dropped from the sky and exploded the creek apart,” Ryan couldn’t take his eyes
off the tree. Its gnarled fingers seemed to be pointing
right at him, choosing him.
“Ryan, Heaven ain’t just a pond,” Paul had
heard his mom talk about it before.
“Well my old man once told me Heaven’s the
shine of the gold liquid at the bottom of the bottle,”
Ryan said resolutely, “so I think the bend in the river
leads to almighty gates.” Paul nodded in his direction. Blake let the water lap at his toes as Paul waded
into the creek. He was about up to his hips when
Ryan jumped back in alarm.
“Paul! The crayfish! They everywhere!”
Paul simply looked to his toes. The water disturbed
the image so he couldn’t quite see the small bodies
of the creatures darting to and fro. He was so brave
standing there; a sea of differently sized crayfish
surrounded him like a school of fish surrounds a
shark. But the crayfish were more phantasmal than
anything else because their bodies blended in with
the stones and their quick movements left plumes of
disturbed sand in their wake.
“Jesus Christ”
“Don’t say the Lord’s name in vain,” Blake
corrected Ryan.
“No Blake, I mean he looks like our Jesus.” It
was true.
Some people say things happen for a reason, or it’s fate, some say it is God’s doing. Some
people try to make sense of the randomness like
searching through the lines on the palm of your
hand. If you were to take a look at little Ryan’s
hand, you would notice a chasm deep set in his
lifeline. Maybe God painted his hands wrong,
		

maybe when he was a kid he sat on his hand funny
so the line got all crooked. Maybe God didn’t really care about what his hands looked like but more
about what would happen to his head as he neared
the hard stones of the foyer. At least that was
what his little brother was worried about, watching Ryan descend like an angel to the ground. He
wondered if angels would be better at jumping on
trampolines because they could maybe make use
of their wings to fly up a little bit and shoot back
down– Ryan could send him to the roof if that was
the case.
Somebody might even wonder why there
was a skateboard there in the first place because
nobody in Ryan’s family skateboarded. In fact,
things like skateboards weren’t allowed in their
household. It took them a while to get a trampoline. You would think a trampoline would do more
harm than a skateboard. Not this time. Maybe
God rode skateboards. It would make getting from
place to place a hell of a lot easier.
The boys reluctantly guided the raft away
from the pond despite its allure. It whispered
goodbye as they turned their backs to the looming
walls. They only had the leech bridge to go before
they would make it to the waterfall. Nothing good
was ever said about the leech bridge because it
provided a small opening into Maud Duke’s yard.
Maud Duke was a witch, or that’s what all the
kids called her because she had fiery red hair that
stuck out like licks of flames. She wore velvety
things and shoes that never matched. Her fingernails curled and crawled like the leeches under the
bridge. Some said that she put them there herself
because she hated people on her property.
“I think it’s because she don’t want the rest
of us seein’ the waterfalls,” Ryan said.
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“Nah, she wouldn’t even like it if she had two
eyes,” Blake responded, looking through his muddy
fingers as if they were his grandpa’s bifocals.
“Who told you that? She has two good eyes.
I’ve seen ‘em!” Paul sat back in the water watching
Ryan and Blake argue.
“Says who! I knows you never seen her eyes
because she woulda turn you into a pile of ash like
Eddy!”
“Eddy moved, asshole casserole!”
Blake shut his mouth, not at the insult but at the
sight of the bridge. As they neared the small wooden
frame, thousands of black slimy, slug-like creatures
strode across the bottom of the bridge like muddy
soldiers. Their bodies seemed to fuse, like long serpentine things: eels, maybe snakes. Their gleaming
backs winked in succession as they struggled on top
of each other for space. Under the bridge looked like
one breathing organism, an illusion of shrinking and
expanding space. A black hole. A hell.
“What happens when we go under?”
“Nothin,” Ryan said staring.
You could say he was memorized or hypnotized. The
leeches were doing something to him, even though
their little suckers were nowhere near his skin. At
least, that’s what they thought. That leeches had to
suck your blood through the skin, contact. But God
never touches people and they still say He gave them
life.
“I mean under them leeches.”
“Yea, I know what under you’re talking
about.”
“I don’t think you do.”
Paul slowly climbed into the raft and widened himself over the two boys. He sucked in one long breath
and pushed the dirt on the bottom of the creek to
propel himself forward. Paul knew that if he thought
about going under too long, he wouldn’t be able to

do it. He could feel it grow colder under the bridge
as the light was sucked away, and moist air settled
on his back as if the creatures were dripping saliva.
He flinched as every last drop of light dissipated; he
could feel himself growing light-headed. Thousands
of trained eyes looked at Paul– only at him– as they
were reaching for something just under his rib cage.
And then they were on the other side. The sun was
shining again on the three boys. They heaved a sigh
of relief. Blake looked back, and couldn’t spot one
leech under the bridge. He rubbed his eyes in confusion but nothing changed. They had disappeared like
the crayfish under their small plumes of sand.
Anne Koeing was a nice girl too. She believed in a
path for everyone, sometimes she thought she missed
her own path in life, which was a funny thought
because she was only seventeen. She was smart even
though everybody looked at her like the freckles on
her nose were evidence of a denser skin. But she was,
in truth, observant. She knew when to treat people
kindly and when to cheer them up. She really did
like Blake, Paul, and Ryan because they were good
like her. They believed in God. After they came to
her doorstep looking for an answer, Anne felt like
she was cheating them. She wished she knew the
answer. She wished she knew why Ryan had to fall
down two stories and hurt his head. Really hurt his
head. When she asked God, he didn’t answer so she
took matters into her own hands.
The creek was always a magical place. Even
when she was a little girl, Anne remembered sitting
on the beach watching the crayfish peek from their
small holes in the clay. Their homes created a network of tunnels in the side of the creek across from
the beach. They had made a little world and she
always felt guilty coaxing them out and snatching
them up with a net. She always put them back, but
eighteen

she often wondered why she so enjoyed capturing
the essentially harmless creatures. Their claws were
tinged with blue and rustic reds. If you held them
behind the claws, put your two fingers on the torso
shell right before it tapers into a tail, the crayfish
wouldn’t be able to pinch you. You could hold the
little guys up to your face and they wouldn’t be able
to do anything about it. They were stuck. They were
stuck between a rock and a hard place, suspended in
the air looking at the ground and hoping they could
reach it sooner.

tails flashed like eyelashes and fins wavered in the
wind gusts of water.
The boys didn’t speak but clambered over the
rocks as if they found a new secret world, a paradise
in the mundaneness of their neighborhood. Ryan
was most mesmerized by the grandness of it, the
pure strength that exuded from the clash of rich
color and delicate artistry. He saw the hand of God
in the water, in the tree trunk, in the fish. Even in
the crayfish that wistfully watched them from the
far shallow banks like ghosts in the rippling water.
Their claws magnified by the passing small waves or
It was nearing four o’clock, that time of day
minimized by the imagination.
“I bet if we get to the top there,” Ryan pointwhen the sun sits a little below the horizon and the
light turns to a syrupy gold. The light was playing
ed toward the rock wall, “and jump with a might
with the creek water so sometimes the boys thought
bigger than our houses combined we could join the
they were seeing fairies dance along the clays walls.
silver fish in the deep blue.”
As they continued on their way, they felt rattled
Paul looked at Ryan expectantly who looked at Blake
by the leech bridge. Paul’s body was still cold. He
with a flash of pure gold in his eye.
almost seemed lifeless back there, like the leeches
“Alrighty, you go first Ryan,” Blake, being
had sucked the energy from his back, sucked bone
the youngest didn’t want to try first.
marrow from bone. Paul scrambled in the water as
Ryan scrambled over the rocks to the right side of he
the stones cut into his numbed feet. He hadn’t worn bank. He disappeared in the grass and popped up on
shoes. But as soon as he began to feel the drag of the the ridge leading to the top. He wore a grin from ear
long day like the drag of the water on his fatigued
to ear. Paul could feel his stomach drop as he realized
legs, he saw the edge of the waterfall. He heard it
how far Ryan would have to jump in order to avoid
first. It didn’t sound big but it sounded different.
getting hurt but when Ryan had his mind set there
Most importantly, it sounded like it existed.
was no going back.
In front of them, huge slabs of moss covered
“Why don’t ya aim a lil’ left. Them crayfish
slate jutted out from a tall rock wall, two stories
will getcha if you don’t place the feet right,” in truth
high. They were angled downward so that the water
he was less worried about the crayfish. The silver fish
rushed forward and cascaded in a musical way to the seemed to grow more agitated as Ryan neared the
boys’ feet. Another deep pool presented itself to the
top, mirroring Paul’s anxiety. The deep blue turned
right and a tree trunk grew awkwardly on the ground more silver with Ryan’s every step.
“Ryan you look awful small up there. How
a few feet before it rose to grow leafy branches over
bout we tell the neighborhood ya made it and you
the falls. As the boys walked up the left side of the
bank, they saw large fish swimming in the pool. Fish just climb right back down here?”
“You can’t trust God is watching. What if
they had never seen before, silver and gold. Long
nineteen

he’s busy some where else?” Paul begged.
“Then I got to do it all on my own,” Ryan
huffed as he took a few steps back.
He ran full speed toward the end of the ledge. As his
left foot pushed off, he flew up as if he escaped from
the net of his trampoline and he was just there like
an angel. Suspended, flying or falling, they couldn’t
be sure. His face was rigid with concentration as he
expertly brought his hands together in a perfect swan
dive. He was going to make it. He entered the water
seamlessly, without a splash. No fish or crayfish were
in sight as he disappeared beneath the water’s surface. He remained under water for a while and in
that time Paul couldn’t help but wonder if the waterfalls were actually real. In fact, Ryan was still under
the water. Paul supposed the water was protecting his
head and not letting him wake up.
Looking back, Paul guessed that God wasn’t watching as Ryan swan dove into the deep pool because
what Ryan did was miraculous. His momma always told him that God was a punisher, that if you
wanted a miracle you had to go out and find one.
She said that about Ryan’s dad, that the bottle he
kept in his back pocket was placed there by the hand
of the almighty Lord. It’s a funny thing, God’s hand.
Maybe he got angry, maybe he caught a glimpse of
Ryan’s seamless entry into the water and that’s why
he put the skateboard so expertly at the end of the
bannister. Paul was never sure if it was by coincidence that the skateboard was in the perfect spot at
an imperfect time or if God actually skateboarded.
One thing is for sure, even though Ryan entered the
water without a splash in the magical world of the
creek, his swan dive over the bannister reverberated
the foundations of the neighborhood, rendering all
that felt it at a loss by God’s plan.
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Green Thumb
By Gabriel Fine

									
“I used to have a green thumb,”
my mother says,
		
as she sees the dracaena wilting in the sunroom.
She leaves it on the back porch,
in the hopes that a good rain might redeem it.
It doesn’t,
and the pot is now empty,
the sunroom cast in fewer shadows.
There is grief in the way she says it,
as she moves through the garden
with the air of hopelessness:
clipping the wilted leaves,
trimming the tiresome bush,
trying to out-maneuver time.
Her eyes telling of all the ways in which
a crestfallen begonia might take on
the image of her sister,
or the sorrowful rosebush her parents.
In a foolish attempt to aid her
I run outside, stick my thumb deep into the moist earth,
and wonder what it might take to be saved––
if proper sunlight could make one rise
from the fetters of infirmity,
(phototropism of the failing body)
or water from a plastic cup halt metastasis
and purge our ailing roots.
Sometimes it feels as though the entire world
blooms and falters in the span of a day.
If we could, we would reach out and hem it,
casting all rottenness to the earth.
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The Power of Myth
By Charlie Neaves

									
		
The latest incarnation
of Oedipus
sits on 9th and Broadway, Leon Gessi
Pizza Shop, New York, NY, waiting for rain –
remembering December
when he caught the train and the mortal virus –
Staphylococcus Aureus, pandemic.
They said it was an oversight due to lack
of self-reflection, hubris
of the immune type, failure
to recognize a certain family history, failure
to heed words of the local practitioner:
do not touch the eyes, the eyes
but he did, and now its spread, yellow swollen
red and mucus all over – bloodshot, tired
his gaze meets this unfortunate place. Pink Eye
among the scattered relics
of service industry custom, worn, fake
could this have been avoided? Is this his fate?
His bleeding eyes remember an old story
ancient, tired fiction, too late.
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untitled
By nico Wilkinson

									
most of my		
relationships began
on couches.
exactly as you’d expect.
lost hands, movies
i can hardly remember,
but seemed to suggest
my own self on the screen.
In those moments when
the protagonist is
leaning in for a kiss.
closer.
closer.
many of my relationships
ended in cars.
i was in the passenger seat
when she broke my heart
and I was in the driver’s seat
when I broke his
because there comes a time
where we itch for the gas pedal
and we can’t take our baggage along.
as we get closer.
closer.
to the futures we long for
the camera never shows
the rearview mirror
and the people we leave behind.
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Angel Island

By Jin Mei McMahon
Xiaodan, they forced us into lines. They brought us
off the boat and then forced us into lines, and they
broke the Lu family apart into four, father mother
daughter brother, like this was ancient times and
they were executing the fifth punishment right in
front of us. Mother clutched me to her breast as
we stumbled forward for our turn, wide-eyed and
ox-dumb and ready to fight if they tried to separate
us, but a tall man with blond hair waved us through
without even looking. Mother held me even tighter
as we joined one of the lines headed towards the
yellow-white building low in the distance. “Mama,
your fingers,” I whispered as she dragged me along.
“You are hurting me–” but she just held me harder as
I began to squirm, tears welling up in my eyes until
she turned and slapped me and hissed: “Be quiet,
can’t you see, they are waiting for you to run”.
I went limp at once and held a hand to
my cheek as we moved forward, feeling the heat
and tingle of the slap. Xiaodan, truth be told I was
relieved. I was afraid that if mother let me go they
would separate us like they did the Lu family, and
since I was not a big girl, I could not grab mother’s
hand on my own. I let mother’s fingers bruise me,
and together we were sandwiched between the Lu
daughter ahead of us and a woman behind us. The
women was too dark to be proper Chinese with
bright, bright earrings, and I peered curiously over
her at my shoulder until she caught me looking and
began to stare back. Her eyes were large and fierce
and though she did not speak I could tell she had
not been struck ox-dumb like the rest of us, that she
was tiger-ready and weakness-waiting and that the
seawater had not gotten into her bones and left them

empty of marrow. We went on staring until mother
jerked me forward and I slipped and scraped my
knee on the concrete, earning a silent scolding and
several harsh tugs on my arm as punishment. When
I glanced back, the dark woman with bright earrings
was gazing elsewhere.
What did the lines of people look like when
you came here, Xiaodan? Or did such a thought even
cross your mind? I didn’t notice then, but now I gaze
out my window at the new arrivals in their lines and
from afar they are like snakes whose heads vanish
into the yellow-white administrative building. Their
beheading is sudden. The tail of the snake still grows
with immigrants that pile off the ships, thousands
upon thousands, until individual figures blur and
merge like scales. The scales of the snake are made
of men, black and gray from hats and wool coats,
somber serious promises of responsibility and loyalty.
They are a reliable work-hard minimum-wage force
perfect for the construction of the New America.
Once or twice the pale ivory moon-face of a boy
peers out, hatless, expectant. I like to watch them
and imagine they are you, Xiaodan, when you first
arrived. Your first letters were so hopeful.
The scales of the snake made of women and
children are more colorful. Head-scarves and wraps,
glints of jewels. It is a much shorter snake because
cooking and cleaning in America is not much different than cooking and cleaning in Asia, except
here conversations are only in broken English. I can
watch this snake for hours, Xiaodan, and I’ll often
pick a mother and her child and imagine their lives,
give them histories and emotions and affection, seeing how much I can fit in before they reach the head
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of the snake and they are swallowed too. Some lives
are long and purposeful, mapped out by the black
vulture hunch of a mother’s back. Some lives are
short.
When I am tired of this game I sit back and
watch the undulation of the snakes. Fresh off the
boat and herded into lines, nobody has had time
to acquire their land legs and people stagger and
stumble like new-born goats. They are a ripple wave
of movement that starts at the head and travels down
the body to the tail as everyone moves forward. Anja
once said it was as if God had tapped the neck of
the headless snake simply for the joy of watching it
squirm. It is more poetic than that, Xiaodan, more
subtle.
But this all came later. In the line myself I
thought none of this. By the time we reached the
halfway point, Xiaodan, my knees were shaking
badly and my throat was parched. When I could no
longer stand it, I whispered to my mother I wanted
water. She pinched me quiet without looking at me.
“I thought you said there was clean water in America,” I hissed at her accusingly and she pinched me
again, this time harder.
There were guards at intervals along the lines
to keep us in check and the older ones moving. Occasionally somebody would find their feeble cricket
voice and ask: “Where are we going, please tell us”
or “Where is my husband, I need my husband” or
“What is waiting for us ahead”, but no man replied.
I only asked one question on that walk, to another
blond man with hair that shone straw-gold in the
light – “How is your hair so yellow?” – but mother
rushed me away before he could reply. I got another
slap for it but the pain faded to nothing when I
peered behind me. The guard was smiling faintly, the
first human expression I had seen in America, and
I knew he had understood me. That smile would
		

become my saving grace, Xiaodan, in the days to
come. If I had known the only problem I faced in
those lines was the shaking of my knees and the
concrete burning through my shoes, I would have
prolonged my stay in that line for a lifetime. I’m
sure you have heard the details, Xiaodan, so I will
spare you, but once we were inside the yellow-white
building we were stripped and probed and poked by
men in white. Women were cowering, covering their
most intimate places; the bright dark woman behind
mother and I refused to undress and was led away
into another room where the door closed and the
lock clicked. My mother tried to prevent them from
undressing me but I was too unshapely at the time,
my hair too short, and I was forced to slide down my
pants to provide the evidence they needed for their
records.
Part of my mother wilted then, Xiaodan,
no matter how high she kept her head and firm she
kept her face, and as we were ordered to re-dress and
herded into the barracks that would become our
home I could see the flower bloom of her soul begin
to fade. With every day that passed and every interrogation she struggled through, it faded more and
more. Her drooping shoulders and tired eyes were
all I could think about when they called me in to
ask me about my childhood toys, the color of Ming
Hao’s house, whether Meyli’s fur had been long or
short. “I don’t know,” I finally said one day, repeating
it over and over again in Mandarin, and then English, until finally they stopped asking anything. “I
don’t know I don’t know I don’t know.” Mother was
called in more after that, but I was not.
We stayed longer than anybody from our
ship, Xiaodan, nearly a year, but you know this. Supposedly we were detained because they were looking for somebody to corroborate our story, but the
only name we could give them was yours, and when
thirty one

mother had to admit she did not know where you
were or the English name you had assumed, we both
knew it was all over even though we had passports
with our pictures, even though she had paid for interrogation training before we left China. Her flower
fully wilted. She did the only thing left for her then,
Xiaodan, and she did it for me.
Consumption swallows you whole and leaves
nothing behind, like the yellow-white building swallowing the headless snake. They could not deport me
afterwards. I was too young to return alone. They
trained me in English instead and taught myself
Cantonese. I became invaluable. I set aside my humanity and became as cold as a Mohe winter, infallible to immigrant tears and necessary on the Board
of Special Inquiry, but inside, Xiaodan, inside I am
burning like I am the one with consumption until
my fellow translators in the barracks see my anger
and give me the name Ge Ming. Xiaodan, if you ever
look for me, listen for this name on the wind and
hunt for the scent of ashes in the air. Follow both
until you find me, but be quick, because after all
this time I am impatient with longing and I will not
wait.
Tomorrow, Xiaodan, the Mohe winter thaws.
The knees stop shaking, the ships stop arriving, and
the snakes will burn to death in the summer sun.
Tomorrow, Xiaodan, it will be our people that smile.
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Painting by Kendall Kultgen

Kendall Kultgen
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A Night Out
By Bowen C. Malcolm

									
		 we waited
At the restaurant
for food a long time.
I drank too much beer
and tipped a bit high.
With work the next morning,
I left the party early,
then drove the hour home
in silence.
The moon was an oval
and a soft, orange hue.
It rose like a bubble
floating from the bottom
of my glass
half-empty.
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